TILMAN KRIESEL ART ADVISORS GMBH
is an independent art advisory and an experienced partner in the
global art scene. Its long-standing expertise covers everything
from expert guidance, brokerage, valuations and the discreet
handling of high-value artworks and is specialized on the realisation of one-of-a-kind projects. The firm’s expert stance is thanks
in no small part to founder Tilman Kriesel’s familial connection to
the prestigious Sprengel Museum Hannover.
Today, Art Advisors GmbH offers extensive project experience, including in the all-encompassing discipline of art management. The
team draws on several years of professional expertise in the mega
yacht sector. Our customers value our full service support and
high quality individual guidance. Tilman Kriesel Art Advisors is a
member of the German Association of independent Art Advisors.

Tilman Kriesel Art Advisors GmbH
Brooktorkai 15 | 20457 Hamburg | Germany
cell +49 172 4047018 | +49 163 5837996
www.artadvisors.de | yacht@artadvisors.de
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Trusted partner of:

YACHT ART
MANAGEMENT
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© M.Y. SAPPHIRE by David Churchill

FULL SERVICE ART PARTNER
“My trusted partners for all questions regarding art solutions on board...“
Katharina Raczek Design
• PROJECT MANAGEMENT

• INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

• PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

• ART PRESENTATION

• CURATING AND CONCEPT

• SECURITY AND PROTECTION

• TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

• DOCUMENTATION AND TAXES

• QUALITY CONTROL

• STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

TILMAN KRIESEL was enthused by his family’s passion
for collecting at a young age; today, he imparts his eye for
quality and his experienced perspective on the art market
to a wide range of clients. As a trained architect and a board
member of various prestigious cultural institutions, Tilman
is a well sought-after independent and trustworthy art
consultant.
ASTOR MILAN SALCEDO has been passionate about arts
all his life. After a successful career as a photographer he
expanded his field of work into moving pictures before
becoming a full time artist. His insatiable curiousity for art,
artists and and art heritage has made him a autodidact in
the field of arts and therefore a reliable partner in handling
any form of artwork.

